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Vocabulary / Unit  9 , 10 , 11 , 12 
Unit 9 / Skills development / AB 50                                          

1- survey: an examination made by asking people       

    questions 

6- calculations: numbers 

2- salary: a fixed amount of money paid to a worker 7- graphs: drawings 

3- demand: request 8- patients: sick people  

4- suffer: to feel pain 9- stress: emotional pressure 

5- product: anything that is produced  

 

Unit 10 / The Buried City / SB 78                          

1- wake up – woke up – woken up : get up 6- pick up: meet 

2- howling: loud 7- invisible: can’t be seen  

3- realize: understand 8- receive: get 

4- sandstorm: a strong wind in a desert carrying 

    a large amount of sand 

9- pass: get past / end 

5- terrible: very unpleasant or serious / bad 10- search for: look for 

 

Unit 10 / The Plymouth to Banjul Rally / SB 80 

1- sponsor: support 6- direction: position  

2- rally: race  7- engine: machine 

3- charity: a system of giving money, food or  

     help free to those who are in need  

8- mechanic: someone whose job is repairing 

     the engines 

4- raise money: collect money 9- fill up: make something become full  

5- pack: to put something into a bag   

 

Unit 10 / The Silk Road / SB 82                 

1- destination: the place to which someone or  

    something is going  

5- monuments: statues    

2- merchant: trader / a person who buys and sells 

    things 

6- caravan: a group of merchants and camels 

     travelling together  

3- link: join / connect 7- caravanserai: old hotels  

4- precious: valuable    

 

8- provide: to give someone something that they  

     need  

 

Unit 10 / A journey by balloon / AB 54 

1- take off: fly 8- crowd: a large group of people 

2- eagle: a large bird of prey 9- spectators: people watching an event 

3- explore: to search and discover  10- hydrogen: a gas that is lighter than air 

4- expedition: long and difficult journey to discover 

     a new area 

11- survive: stay alive, despite a crash 

5- set off: start a journey 12- crash: to have an accident  

6- experienced: having skill or knowledge     

because you have done something many times  

13- sledges: types of skis for transporting people or  

       goods across ice or snow 

7- skeleton: only the bones of the body  



 

 

Unit 10 / Roald Amundsen  / SB 84                  

1- brave: courageous  6- prepare: make ready 

2- navigate: sail or travel by the sea 7- preparation: getting ready 

3- reach: arrive 8- got back: turned 

4- route: path or road 9- incredibly: unbelievably   

5- created: made or built 10- crash: fall or come down violently / to collide 
 

Unit 10 / Progress test / AB 56                

1- overland: across the land in a vehicle  7- variety: different  

2- adventure: an exciting and possibly dangerous 

    journey  

8- ferry: a boat or ship for taking passengers and 

    often vehicles across an area of water 

3- grassland: a large area of land covered with grass 9- continue: go on  

4- magnificent: very great 10- camp: a place where people stay in tents  

5- unusual: different and not common 11- windsurfing: the sport of riding on water 
 

Unit 10 / Progress test / AB 56                

1- admire: to estimate or prize highly 7- soak: become wet 

2- fascinating: interesting / attractive 8- spring: a place where water comes from the  

     ground 

3- crater: cavity in the ground  9- landscape: scenery 

4- display: a show  10- spot: notice 

5- hike: to take a long walk 11- attract: to arouse interest 
 

Unit 11 / The Buried City / Episode 6 / Page 86                 

1- creak: makes a long low sound when moving  5- escape: run away  

2- passage: road  , path 6- collapse: fall down suddenly 

3- breathe: move air into and out of the lungs  7- archaeology: the study of the past by 

     analysing its material remains  

4- die down: become quieter  8- award: prize 
 

Unit 11 / Life in Japan / SB 88 

1- essay: a short piece of writing on a particular 

     subject  

4- chopsticks: narrow sticks that are used for 

     eating East Asian food 

2- suburb: an area on the edge of a large city 5 character: letter 

3- calligraphy: the art of producing beautiful  

    writing 

6- pick up: collect 

  

Unit 11 / The Science of Happiness / SB 90  

l-  release: to let go 5- research: a detailed study of a subject 

2- create: make 6- contribute: share / take part / participate 

3- affect: influence 7- sociable: relating to society 

4- involved: associated   
 

Unit 11/ How to be a good listener / AB 60                  

1- respond: say or do something as a reaction 5- similar: the same 

2- conversation: talk between two or more  

    people 

6- distraction: things that take you attention 

      away 

3- sensitive: aware of someone’s feelings 7- let: allow  

4- unable to: not be able to do something 8- focused: giving a lot of attention to one thing  
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